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We want our work to tell stories.



Our mission is to ensure that

project of our customer comes to

life the way the customer dreamed

it.

We design with the customer by

asking questions and listening

closely to his answers, letting the

earth and buildings tell us what

they want to be. Our approach

works anywhere and everywhere.



“The power of ideas”

MARKETING SUITE

MARKETING SUITE

INNOVATION    

SPEED   COMMUNICATION

”Rationalisation and innovation of design, construction, 

operation and maintenance”

GREEN BUILDING
ENERGY   SAVING RESOURCES     

ECOLOGY

RECOVERY 

& RESTRUCTURING

”Where it was but not as was”

SENSITIVITY

RESPECT FOR THE PAST 

KNOWLEDGE         

WORK IN TEAM



ABOUT US

Our approach during a project is one of symbiosis: we always try to make different styles,

histories and atmosfheres work together withh the spirit of the place it is crucial to make

reference to the local traditions of a place: so that – for example – a home in Rome it is not

the same home we’ll design for an Arabic family in Riyadh.

Our work focuses on making an architectural epoch, the caracther of a place, a moment in

time, an event, all comte to life.

Recreating a period is a fascinating and stimulating challenge, especially when considered

through the eyes of the client.

We like to give our partners and their clients the role of participant rather then viewer.

Homes, malls, hotels, restaurants, shops, ecc ecc. are just some of the transitory places that

we frequent everyday and which don’t always leave any sort of impression or memory.

Our projects deal with these kinds of spaces, with our research concentrating on

atmosphere, lighting, materials and colors.

Our work is finished once the participant is able to perceive the space in the way we’ve

created it and to interact in the moment of passing trough it.

We want our work to tell stories: we live our work as our dream.





ROBERTO REY

FOUNDER & CEO

SENIOR CIVIL ENGINEER

CHIEF TEAM LEADER

Civil Engineer Graduate have more than 37 years of experience working as a Professional Civil Engineer at different levels.

He has extensive exposure to all aspects of designing; is a Team Leader and a experienced Project Manager. Extensive

project management experience including the development of project scopes; project budgets and execution management;

Managed or participated in the delivery of many successful projects; Knowledge in cost reduction techniques and budget

management; Excellent understanding of industry best practices; Skillful in conducting engineering research work and in

writing technical reports; Sales and marketing experience including knowledge of client services and production of proposals

and presentations; A true team player and multi-tasked.

During his career he has executed numerous projects and has played many roles in the practice of the profession:

Architectural Design and Coordination of Integral Planning; Design of residential building, schools, sport centers, industrial

and offices buildings, shopping center, Single-family houses and condominius; rest home and farm houses, sport buildings.



PH.D. ARCH.RAFFAELLA GATTI

ARCHITECT 

DESIGN TEAM LEADER

After collaborating with some Roman studios in the field of residential and landscape design, she devoted himself to research

on the themes of urban project and landscape through university and professional activity. In the professional activity she

designs and supervises the Works Management of residential and specialized private buildings and the planning and

requalification of gardens and private parks. In 2011 she received the NIB 2011 award as an emerging reality in the Italian

landscape design scene. She is a PhD in Architecture - Theory and Project at the Faculty of Architecture, University of Rome.

She is a contract professor for the Design and Management of the Urban Open Space System in the Degree in Architecture

of Gardens and Landscape at the Faculty of Architecture, University of Rome. She is a contract professor of the Laboratory of

Interior Design and the Laboratory of Elements of Architecture in the course of studies in Design at the Academy of Fine Arts

/ RUFA in Rome. Participates in numerous national and international competitions, in particular on the themes of urban

planning and landscape.





we are full of…

concept

Tecnology

Research

Creativity

Analysis

Idea

Success

Pian
Discovery

Change
Inspiration

Decision

Strategy
Growt

CostIndustry

Goal

Service
Innovation

prototype



architecture/planning and concept

engineering/work direction and design 

developments

city planning/feasibility studies

interior design & space planning

3d modelling and rendering

01.

02.

03.

04.



06.

07.

08.

05.

construction & facilities/management

consulting & advisory/assistance and management

Wellness & spa design/Leisure spaces

exterior and garden design/landscaping



OLYMPIC 
PREPARATION









































Infrastructure



The firm pushes the boundaries of thinking in
design to create increasingly innovative
project solutions, thereby increasing client
outcomes.
Major infrastructure projects, by their very
nature, involve significant investment. They
require solutions that are cost-effective,
efficient, sustainable and delivered in an
environment in which risks are managed.
Infrastructure design brings together many of
the skills and services available across
Studio Rey & C0.: truly capable and
influential people with wide project
experience and interesting and inspirational
stories to tell.



City Gates



A new idea for City Gates that match together the
traditional styles with a modern design.





RoundAbouts



Some new modern proposals; some new ideas for
realizing amazing urban design.





Public Spaces & Urban Landscape



Jazan

Ahbar Island
KSA

Design of Landscaping: our mission is to ensure that it
comes to life the way the customer dreamed it.
We do it following 5 principal steps:
1 – Fact Finding;
2 – Brainstorming;
3 – Refining the Concept;
4 – Technical Drawings;
5 – Bidding the Job Job

















Residential Buildings & Public Buildings



We are looking for a new model for urban planning

with two components: coordination of buildings and

spaces, and standardization among cities. A variety

of coordinated arrangements of buildings reflect

urban planning, including simple coordination,

formality and monumentality, orthogonal layouts,

other forms of geometric order, and access and

visibility. Standardization among cities is analyzed

in terms of architectural inventories, spatial patterns,

orientation, and metrology.

















Offices & Industrial Buildings



Multipurpose Tower: knowledge and use of many
materials such as facade’s finishing made by special wood
panels and aluminium cladding.







Residences & Villas



Riyadh
KSA

Residences. designing of new houses and restructuring
and restoring of old villas.
Interior design and ouside projects.
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‘Residences; designing of new houses and restructuring
and restoring of old villas.
Interior design and ouside projects.
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Landscape & Garden



Riyadh
KSA

‘Residences; designing of new houses and restructuring
and restoring of old villas.
Interior design and ouside projects.

In our landscaping section we

provide you with all the

information that you would need

to design and layout a

landscape for your garden;

starting with basic landscaping

ideas, easy to follow

landscaping designs and plans,

to the different garden styles

that you can implement in your

landscape.

We also cover the limiting

factors in landscape design as

well as the principles of

landscape design. We also

provide you with step-by-step

guides to common landscape

tasks, such as creating

pathways, and borders, as well

as patio areas.

The ultimate aim of this section

is to provide you with a practical

start to your own landscaping

and landscape design.
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‘Residences; designing of new houses and restructuring
and restoring of old villas.
Interior design and ouside projects.
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Riyadh
KSA

‘Residences; designing of new houses and restructuring
and restoring of old villas.
Interior design and ouside projects.



Retail, Hospitality

Sports & Leisure



In our landscaping section we provide you with all the

information that you would need to design and layout a

landscape for your garden; starting with basic landscaping

ideas, easy to follow landscaping designs and plans, to the

different garden styles that you can implement in your

landscape.

We also cover the limiting factors in landscape design as

well as the principles of landscape design. We also provide

you with step-by-step guides to common landscape tasks,

such as creating pathways, and borders, as well as patio

areas.

The ultimate aim of this section is to provide you with a

practical start to your own landscaping and landscape

design.













ALTGRASS

Best developer of sports and leisure facilities in the

Middle East , with new products and artificial turf

technology.

Offices in Dammam and

www.altgrass.com

STUDIO STRUTTURE

Multidisciplinary Engineering Companies, Equipment

and Structural Design.

Office in Siena 

www.studiostrutture.it

OFFICINE MATERIA E FORMA

Design and creation of 3D models, prototypes and

architectural models, furniture, archaeological,

technological, educational and informative.

Office in Rome

www.officinamateriaeforma.it

PARTNERS

http://www.altgrass.com/
http://www.studiostrutture.it/
http://www.studiostrutture.it/
http://www.officinamateriaeforma.it/


OFFICINE MATERIA E FORMA

Design and creation of 3D models, prototypes and

architectural models, furniture, archaeological,

technological, educational and informative.

Office in Rome

www.officinamateriaeforma.it

SHENKA

Creating Spas for the essence of Well-Being

Office in Dubai (UAE)

www.spaconsultant.ae

ENG. KAMIL S. KAMIL ENGINEERING

Multidisciplinary Engineering Companies, Equipment

and Structural Design.

Offices in Jazan and Jeddah (KSA)

http://www.officinamateriaeforma.it/
http://www.spaconsultant.ae/
http://www.studiostrutture.it/


IMPIANTI TECNOLOGICI INDUSTRIALI ERNESTO 

ORIGGI S.r.l.

Engineering and Equipment for environment, comfort

and energy.

Since 1947, know-how to serve the Country.

www.origgiroma.it

SINERGI

Integrated Buildind Sciences LLC

Quality services that help the client succeed in quest for 

sustainability within the building sector

www.sinergiconsulting.com

ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

Design and realization of Home, Building and Yacht 

Automation based on the Konnex technology.

Office in Rome (IT)

www.engineeringsolutions.it

http://www.studiostrutture.it/


STUDIO REY & CO.
ENGINEERING COMPANY

SERGIO I, 32 – 00165 ROME ITALY

tel. (+39) 06 3721336 – fax (+39) 06 3721346 

www.studiorey. 

info@studiorey.it


